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Introducing «CyberSenate»





CyberSenate

Above the two panes and splitter bar is a menu bar 

and two tool bars

The menu bar consists of five subgroups that together 

organize the basic functions you may want to 

perform 

1. File Create, open, and save data files 

2. Edit Configure modeling and display parameters 

3. View Display or hide spatial voting model features 

4. Analysis Select parameters that instantiate a 

particular spatial voting model 

5. Help Online help and customer support information 



CyberSenate

The upper tool bar provides buttons for easy access to 

key options available from the menu bar

The second lower tool bar provides buttons for 

interacting with win sets, allowing you to view and 

manipulate win sets, e.g., find the union of two win 

sets, determine whether one win set is entirely 

contained within another win set, etc. 











Let’s make some examples
1) create a point / click on the point and name it "Party A" / 
select trade-off as preference (i.e., Euclidean preferences), 
equal saliency and vote=1 / click on "show names" / draw the 
indifference circle / move around the point A / move around 
the status quo as well

2) add another point and name it "Party B" / select city block 
as preference and vote=1 

3) add another point and name it "Party C" / select trade-off as 
preference, dimension 1 twice as salient compared to 
dimension 2 (two units along dimension 2 = one unit along 
dimension 1, i.e., dimension 1 is twice as important compared 
to dimension 2) and vote=1 

4) add another point and name it "Party D" / select trade-off as 
preference, dimension 2 twice as salient compared to 
dimension 1 (0.5) and vote=1 

5) save to file: “example 1”



Let’s make some examples

6) open file “example 1” (from the .txt file)

7) let's change the name of the two dimensions directly 
from the .txt and let’s call the horizontal axis: “dim A” and 
the vertical axis: “dim B”. Then change the preferences of 
parties B and D so that they both have the same 
Euclidean preferences with equal salience. Let's save the 
file with a different name: “example 1bis”



Let’s make some examples

8) a) open the previous “example 1” file; b) change both 
the name and the range of the horizontal and vertical 
dimension. Call the former “economic policy” and the latter 
“foreign policy”. Range of both dimensions: 0-10; c) delete 
all the previous parties; d) add the following three parties 
at the following position: Party A (3; 4.5); Party B (2; 8.2); 
Party C (7.2; 1.4); e) add the status-quo to the position (4; 
5.2); f) all parties present Euclidean preferences with 
same weight for both dimension


